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The Assumption of the Rogues & Rascals Jan 14 2021 First published in 1978, and widely considered to be the sequel to her
masterpiece ‘By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept’, this remarkable book further established Smart’s reputation as a brave
and inspirational writer.
Wilma Tenderfoot and the Case of the Rascal's Revenge Apr 16 2021 Wilma Tenderfoot (small but determined - and slightly accident
prone - assistant to the greatest living detective, Theodore P. Goodman) and her beloved beagle, Pickle, are on their most cracking case
yet! The whole of Cooper Island is under threat, Mr Goodman has more on his plate than even he can handle, and Wilma is on the cusp
of solving the conundrum of her birthright. But things ALWAYS ALWAYS get worse before they get better (everyone knows that!) so hold onto your hats, take out the mansize tissues, and get reading . . .
Wilma Tenderfoot and the Case of the Rascal's Revenge: Book 4 Aug 09 2020 The fourth book in the laugh-out-loud-till-you-can'tbreathe-and-tears-are-running-down-your-face "Wilma Tenderfoot" series, by award-winning TV comedy actress and scriptwriter
Emma Kennedy. Wilma Tenderfoot (small but determined - and slightly accident prone - assistant to the greatest living detective,
Theodore P. Goodman) and her beloved beagle, Pickle, are on their most cracking case yet! The whole of Cooper Island is under
threat, Mr Goodman has more on his plate than even he can handle, and Wilma is on the cusp of solving the conundrum of her
birthright. But things ALWAYS ALWAYS get worse before they get better (everyone knows that!) - so hold onto your hats, take out
the mansize tissues, and get reading...
The Sea Runners Feb 12 2021 In 1853, in the farthest outpost of the Czar’s empire, four Scandinavian indentured servants—seven-year
men no better off than slaves—resolve to escape from Russian Alaska. They steal an Indian canoe and point it south toward Astoria, in
Oregon, twelve hundred miles away. This novel of audacity is based on a historical incident discovered by the author, and transformed
by his imagination into a sustained sweep of adventure. The four sea runners must weather the worst the ill-named Pacific can throw at
them, and must weather their own fierce squalls, too, as day upon day, guided as much by instinct and determination as by map, they
paddle through the magnificent maze of the Northwest Coast toward the mouth of the Columbia River.
No, No, Charlie Rascal! Feb 01 2020
Jack the Rascal Apr 04 2020 This charming, funny and emotive book follows the life of a Parson Jack Russell Terrier that leapt from
one small crisis to another. An exceptional companion that would one day cause havoc in a ladies hair salon, and the next day save a
lamb from perishing. Many books have been written by authors about their pets, but this one is different in that it shows every side of a
dog, which faced death through illness during his first year of life. A small spirited and tough little feller, who, from being a small
puppy to when he finally and gracefully retired. loved his owner more than he loved himself. A must read for all dog lovers and
owners. A must read for those who appreciate the natural beauty of the countryside, as well as outlandish and at times, death defying
adventures.
The Rascal King May 30 2022 A biography of the twice-jailed "champion of the people," shameless grafter, and New Deal pioneer
describes how Curley helped transform U.S. governance from a politics of deference to a politics of serving human need. 50,000 first
printing. $50,000 ad/promo.
Rascal and the Cheese Jul 08 2020 Real books for beginners 'Dad,' says Ben. 'The cheese has gone.' Rascal has something in his mouth.
Is he a thief? Read a Rascal story to your children and before long they'll read it to you.
Rasputin the Rascal Monk Jan 26 2022 Reproduction of the original: Rasputin the Rascal Monk by William Le Queux
Rosco the Rascal at the St. Patrick's Day Parade Nov 23 2021 Join James and Mandy, and their loveable dog, Rosco, as they search
for their missing pal, Sparks, the pug, in the St. Patrick's Day Parade. A modern day caper filled with ancient Irish lore.
Rascal Jan 02 2020 No Marketing Blurb
Rasputin the Rascal Monk May 18 2021 First published in 1917, “Rasputin the Rascal Monk” is a study of Rasputin and his influence
over the Russian royal family during the latter years of the Romanov Dynasty. Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin (1869 – 1916) was a
Russian mystic and holy man famous for his familiarity with the family of Tsar Nicholas II. He was a controversial character, viewed
by some as a mystic, visionary, and prophet; and by others as a religious charlatan. Nonetheless, he garnered significant influence in
late imperial Russia. He was assassinated by a group of conservative noblemen who opposed his influence over the Tsars in 1916.
Contents include: “Why this Book was Written”, “The Cult of the 'Sister-Disciples'”, “Scandals at the Winter Palace”, “How Rasputin
Poisoned the Tsarevitch”, “The 'Hidden Hand' of Berlin”, “Rasputin's Secret Orders from Berlin”, “Rasputin's Secret Instructions from
Berlin”, “The Plot to Spread Epidemics in Russia”, “The Mock-Monk Unmasked”, etc. Many vintage book such as this are

increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern edition
complete with the original text and artwork.
Heart Earth Jul 28 2019 Ivan Doig's prequel to his memoir "This house of sky" highlights his childhood before his mother's death and
captures the texture of the American West, the fortunes of a family, and one woman's indomitable spirit.
The Rascal Mar 28 2022 Dog.
Rascal Does Not Dream of Logical Witch (light novel) Nov 11 2020 SOMETIMES MORE IS JUST CRAZY!Just before summer
break, Sakuta encounters Shouko Makinohara, a girl in junior high with the same name and face as his first love. Of course, that should
be impossible, since she would be in college by now. Then, as if one mystery wasn't bad enough, Adolescence Syndrome strikes again.
His impassive friend from the science club, Rio, discovers she has a doppelgänger. One of the Rios is forced out of her house and
winds up staying at Sakuta's apartment. Definitely not the girl he expected to find himself living with...And when Mai insists she's
going to sleep over, too, Sakuta's summer vacation descends into pure chaos.
Ride with Me, Mariah Montana Aug 21 2021 This greathearted novel is the finale of Ivan Doig's passionate and authentic trilogy
about the McCaskill family and their alluring Two Medicine country along the hem of the northern Rockies. Jick McCaskill, the
illustrious narrator of English Creek, returns as the witty and moving voice in this classic encounter with the American road and all the
rewards and travails it can bring. Jick faces his family's—and his state's—legacy of loss and perseverance from the vantage point of
Montana's centennial in 1989 when his daughter Mariah enlists him as Winnebago chauffeur to her and her ex-husband, the
magnificently ornery and eloquent columnist Riley Wright, when their news-paper dispatches them to dig up stories of the "real
Montana." Just as the centennial is a cause for reflection as well as jubilation, the exuberant travels of this trio bring on encounters with
the past in "memory storms" that become occasions for reassessment and necessary accommodations of the heart.
Rascal Plays Up Jun 26 2019
Reflections of a Rascal Sep 29 2019
Rosco the Rascal Visits the Pumpkin Patch Oct 23 2021 On a sunny autumn day, brother and sister James and Mandy head to the
pumpkin patch with their friendly dog, Rosco, to choose a pumpkin for Halloween. While riding a hay wagon, visiting a petting zoo,
and joining the kids on a scavenger hunt, Rosco sometimes makes mischief. But when James and Mandy find that two bullies are
scaring other kids deep inside the corn maze, will Rosco shape up and help out? Join the kids and their rascally dog in this wholesome
family adventure, a wonderful autumn read for kids.
The Montana Trilogy Boxed Set Aug 01 2022 From the celebrated and uniquely American author Ivan Doig—an unforgettable portrait
of the western United States—his stunning Montana Trilogy: English Creek; Dancing at the Rascal Fair; and Ride With Me, Mariah
Montana, now available in a boxed set. “Here is the real Montana, the real West, through the eyes of a real writer.” —Wallace Stegner
Covering the first century of Montana’s statehood from 1889 to 1989, Ivan Doig’s Montana Trilogy follows the McCaskill family and
their alluring Two Medicine country along the hem of the northern Rockies. Doig first recounts the events of a Two Medicine country
summer in English Creek, as fourteen-year-old Jick McCaskill comes of age. Through Jick’s eyes we see his friends and family at
turning points and discover Jick’s own connection to the land, to history, and to the deep-fathomed mysteries of one’s kin and one’s
self. The central volume in Doig’s acclaimed trilogy, Dancing at the Rascal Fair, explores the American experience at the turn of the
century, a passionate portrayal of the immigrants who dared to try new lives in the imposing Rocky Mountains. Finally, Jick McCaskill
returns in Ride With Me, Mariah Montana as the clever and moving voice in this classic encounter with the American road and all the
rewards and travails it can bring. Jick faces his family’s—and his state’s—legacy of loss and perseverance from the vantage point of
Montana’s centennial in 1989. Doig created one of the most captivating families in American fiction in these prizewinning portraits of
time and place—Montana at three pivotal points in the twentieth century. With witty and beguiling narration, a masterpiece of
vernacular in the tradition of Mark Twain, Ivan Doig is “a presiding figure in the literature of the American West” (The New York
Times Book Review) and will be canonized as such.
Heartbreaker Dec 25 2021 Liam Callahan is devastatingly handsome, infuriatingly aloof and… my new boss? Put that at the top of the
list of ‘Things I Wish I’d Known (Before I Was Panting in His Arms During a Sizzling Midnight Make-out Session.)’ My bartending
gig at Rascals was supposed to be a fresh start for me. Now I’m juggling drink orders AND red-hot tension - but I refuse to let Liam’s
smoldering stares throw me off my game… Until one late night leads to another. And another. Liam has a reputation as Mr
Heartbreaker, but he’s revealing a whole new side of himself: funny, playful, and most definitely NSFW. But this rascal has made a
rule of never getting in too deep, and despite the real connection between us, something’s holding him back. Can we find a way to put
the past behind us and move on? Or will my new beginning end in heartbreak before it’s even begun? Find out in the hot new standalone romance from Katie McCoy! #1 Rascal #2 Wingman #3 Heartbreaker #4 Soulmate - Oct 15th #5 Troublemaker - Dec 10th
Rascal in Trouble Dec 13 2020
Dancing at the Rascal Fair Nov 04 2022 The central volume in Ivan Doig's acclaimed Montana trilogy, Dancing at the Rascal Fair is
an authentic saga of the American experience at the turn of this century and a passionate, portrayal of the immigrants who dared to try
new lives in the imposing Rocky Mountains. Ivan Doig's supple tale of landseekers unfolds into a fateful contest of the heart between
Anna Ramsay and Angus McCaskill, walled apart by their obligations as they and their stormy kith and kin vie to tame the brutal,
beautiful Two Medicine country.
Bonkers: The Story of Dizzee Rascal Feb 24 2022 Dylan Kwabena Mills, better known as Dizzee Rascal, has evolved from cuttingedge pioneer of grime and hip-hop into one of Britain's biggest pop stars. And the East London rapper, songwriter and record producer
did it without compromising his startlingly original vision and persona. Paul Lester traces Dizzee's career, first as a pirate radio DJ
aged 16, then as a member of grime collective the Roll Deep Crew, and finally as a solo artist. In this no-holds-barred account, read
about Dizzee's brush with death in Ayia Napa, his unlikely appearance on BBC2's Newsnight, where he was grilled about politics by
Jeremy Paxman, and the stories behind his hits and special projects.
Rascal on the Run Mar 16 2021 Drawn into a web of small-town secrets, family drama, and the rusted tentacles of the Dixie Mafia, a
young lawyer is forced to confront his own notions of justice, freedom, love, and sobriety. Athens, Georgia, 1988: Attorney August
"Critter" Stillwell dreams of a life on the open sea, but he's stuck juggling a crushing caseload after the sudden departure of his defense
attorney father, Guy Stillwell. When an episode of Unsolved Mysteries leads to the capture of a murder suspect who's been on the run

for twenty-five years, the ominous pattern of facts drags Critter into a hidden corner of Guy's past. In 1963, To Kill a Mockingbird was
playing in local theaters, and Guy Stillwell was a lot like Atticus Finch-if Atticus had been a charming two-timer and burgeoning
alcoholic. For fifteen-year-old Critter, working at his father's law firm was a masterclass in the art of good ol' boy litigating and
congenial backroom deals. Guy took on the trial of the decade that summer: defending a black woman charged with the murder of a
KKK thug. By the time it was over, Critter's world and the sleepy town of Athens were in flames. As an older, wiser Critter looks back
on that fateful season, he discovers stunning connections between Guy's case and his own defense of the runaway murderer. Now he
must choose between his duty to the law and an unwavering loyalty to his flawed but charismatic father. "This vivid, sure-voiced pageturner is a compelling murder mystery and so much more. Deftly weaving together two murder cases and their subsequent trials with
colorful dialogue and a generous measure of sly humor, it unpacks the personal demons of its father-and-son lawyer protagonists, and
the painful history of the American South. A retired lawyer himself, Howard Scott clearly knows well the terrain he writes about-the
courtroom antics, the family dramas, the blatant racism that still flourishes in mid-twentieth-century Athens, Georgia-delivering it all
as smoothly as his characters deliver their closing arguments. Here's hoping that we'll see more of Critter Stillwell, his quirky siblings,
and his buck-the-status-quo Southern belle mother in the future." -Ann Vanderhoof, author of An Embarrassment of Mangoes and The
Spice Necklace "The genial style of Rick Bragg meets the pathos of Pat Conroy in this touching, often laugh-out-loud tale brimming
with wry language and knee-slapping metaphors. The novel could have stayed in the shallows of humor and succeeded, but the story
becomes noteworthy, even enduring, because it delves deeper. A correction of Harper Lee's view of the South instead of an homage,
Rascal on the Run persistently questions how a person, community, and region can recover from a haunted past. It's in these
explorations and the answers offered that it shines. Fans of Southern stories and historical fiction are sure to love this insightful,
unforgettable debut." -Blueink Review
Rascal Sep 02 2022 A Newbery Honor Book Celebrating 50 years of a beloved classic! Nothing's surprising in the North household,
not even Sterling's new pet raccoon. Rascal is only a baby when Sterling brings him home, but soon the two are best friends, doing
everything together--until the spring day when everything suddenly changes. Rascal is a heartwarming boyhood memoir that continues
to find its way into the hearts of readers fifty years later. This special anniversary edition includes the book's classic illustrations
restored to their original splendor, as well as a letter from the author's daughter, and material from the illustrator's personal collection.
"Everyone should knock off work, sit beneath the nearest tree, and enjoy Rascal from cover to cover."—Chicago Tribune
Rosco the Rascal in the Land of Snow Jul 20 2021 Brother and sister James and Mandy are spending a winter vacation with their
lively German shepherd, Rosco. Rosco has never experienced snow before and now he will get the chance to romp around in it high in
the mountains. The kids will build snowmen and brave a steep sledding hill. But will a mysterious visitor bring trouble? And will
Rosco's curious nature spoil the weekend for the kids, or will it save the day? A heartwarming, family adventure, this Rosco the Rascal
tale is the perfect winter reading for your child. *Recommended for children ages 6-9 *Grade level K-3rd *108 pages The Kindle
version of this book is FREE with the purchase of the paperback! "The fictitious family is a great role model, and the children model
forgiveness in a powerful way." "The book is filled with light suspense as young readers attempt to guess the identity of the mystery
animal." "I have seen so many books that I would not let a teen read recommended for children and then I have my faith renewed when
an author comes along and writes a very appropriate book for small children. This is a really wonderful read for all children." "a wellcrafted, character driven story" ~Amazon reviewers Fans of The Magic Tree House series will love this brother and sister pair, and fans
of classic, heroic dogs - from Lassie to Beethoven - will love Rosco. Book Tags: Middle Grade Book Chapter Book Series Book Books
for Second Graders Books for Third Graders Books for Fourth Graders Book For Kids Adventure Book Books for kids ages 6-8 Books
for kids ages 7-9 Books for kids ages 6-10 Books for kids ages 7-10
Rascal at the Show Sep 21 2021 'Poor Rascal,' says Ben. 'His tail is itchy.' Rascal has fleas. How can he win Best In Show? Read a
Rascal story to your children and before long they'll read it to you.
Enid Blyton's Brer Rabbit Book Jun 18 2021 Brer Rabbit will never learn! He loves to play jokes, tricks and set traps for his friends but once in a while, they beat him at his own game! .
English Creek Apr 28 2022 In this prize-winning portrait of a time and place—Montana in the 1930s—that at once inspires and fulfills
a longing for an explicable past, Ivan Doig has created one of the most captivating families in American fiction, the McCaskills. The
witty and haunting narration, a masterpiece of vernacular in the tradition of Twain, follows the events of the Two Medicine country's
summer: the tide of sheep moving into the high country, the capering Fourth of July rodeo and community dance, and an end-ofAugust forest fire high in the Rockies that brings the book, as well as the McCaskill family's struggle within itself, to a stunning
climax. It is a season of escapade as well as drama, during which fourteen-year-old Jick comes of age. Through his eyes we see those
nearest and dearest to him at a turning point—“where all four of our lives made their bend”—and discover along with him his own
connection to the land, to history, and to the deep-fathomed mysteries of one’s kin and one’s self.
Rascal Dec 01 2019 Some things are easier to demonstrate than they are to explain: easier caught than taught. The concept of a unique
type of person, affectionately called a Rascal in this book, is a prime example. In the book, we will consider the characteristics of
Rascals, noting their greatness and analyzing their behaviors. As we do so, it will be most illustrative to simply observe some
representative individuals as a way to shine light on the whole concept. What you may notice while reviewing this gallery of Rascals is
the large range of background, circumstances, age, gender, and race they collectively represent which have nothing to do with the
concept. Being a Rascal is an outpouring of who a person is on the inside. It is a spirit of willfulness and strength, a dynamic force that
drives one forward toward a unique path and contribution. It is authenticity in courageous display. It is life lived on purpose and for a
purpose.
Rosco the Rascal Goes to Camp Jun 30 2022 Ten-year-old James and his seven-year-old sister, Mandy, are off to summer camp with
their loyal German shepherd, Rosco. While Mandy struggles with homesickness, James's week is threatened by a prank-playing bunk
mate's antics. But during an unexpected thunderstorm in a game of capture-the-flag, the prankster finds himself lost and alone deep
inside the forest. Rosco must play the hero and save the boy but not before he and James teach him a hard-earned lesson about
friendship. Wholesome, adventurous, outdoor fun, this Rosco the Rascal tale brings the magic of summer camp to life. *Recommended
for ages 6-10*Grade level K-5th*138 pages The Kindle version of this book is FREE with the purchase of the paperback! "...a pageturning adventure...I would not be surprised if you get to watch a movie based on this book!" "The book was funny and made me want

to go to camp." "I loved the part where they were playing capture-the-flag, and how Rosco saved the day." ~Amazon reviewers Fans of
The Magic Tree House series will love this brother and sister pair, and fans of classic, heroic dogs - from Lassie to Beethoven - will
love Rosco. Book Tags: Middle Grade Book Chapter Book Series Book Books for Second Graders Books for Third Graders Books for
Fourth Graders Book For Kids Adventure Book Books for kids ages 6-8 Books for kids ages 7-9 Books for kids ages 6-10 Books for
kids ages 7-10
Wingman Mar 04 2020 A steamy stand-alone romance for fans of Elle Kennedy and Christina Lauren! Chase McKenna is the hottest
bartender in the city… and he knows it. Sexy, charming, and abs for days? It’s no wonder every girl who walks through the doors is
panting for him. Except me. I’m stuck crushing on my perfect boss, who has zero idea I’m even alive. I need a plan to catch his
attention… and who better to teach me the tricks of seduction than Mr. Panty—Dropper himself? The rules are simple: no strings, no
stress, and definitely no feelings. But it turns out, Chase is way more than I bargained for, and as for the sparks flying between us…?
You can’t teach chemistry like this. Soon, we’re throwing our lesson plan out the window — and our clothes right after it. We’re
breaking all the rules, and my heart’s on the line, but now I’m wondering… Must all good flings come to an end? Find out in the hot
new romance from Katie McCoy! The Rascals Series: Five guys. One bar. And a whole heap of sexy trouble… #1 Rascal #2 Wingman
#3 Heartbreaker #4 Soulmate #5 Troublemaker
Rascal Does Not Dream of Siscon Idol (light novel) Aug 28 2019 DOUBLE TROUBLE?! ?Sakuta is eager to finally have a chance to
spend time with Mai again, but instead, he's greeted by a stranger who looks just like her. Apparently, Adolescence Syndrome is
paying Mai another visit and has forced her to swap bodies with Nodoka Toyohama, a flashy up-and-coming idol...who also happens to
be Mai's half sister! With no resolution in sight, each sister must pretend to be the other and go about their respective lives as best they
can. Trouble is, it seems like Nodoka is preoccupied with something besides walking in Mai's shoes...
Dancing at the Rascal Fair Oct 03 2022 Anna Ramsey and Angus McCaskill engage in a fateful contest of the heart as they forge new
lives in the beautiful Two Medicine country of Montana
The Rowdy Rascal May 06 2020 All of the pirate crew, including Captain Fitz, are cranky today! What could be wrong? Follow
Jasper, Lark, and Cullen as they try to figure what happened to the crew. Can they fix the mixup that caused this mess?
Our Rival, the Rascal Jun 06 2020 This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created from careful scans
of the original. This allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions
are generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make these classics
available again for future generations to enjoy!
The Rascal Oct 11 2020 How can it be that a devoted cat-admirer turns into an enthusiastic dog lover? That‘s hard to believe, but it
happened. Well, the cats are still being loved, but the author of this book had no idea what to expect when this dog, a Schnauzer named
SPORT, moved into her house and worked himself straight to her heart with his many antics and his charm. The author will share with
you her experiences with SPORT the Schnauzer from the time he arrived at her home as a tiny pup until he became a senior. She will
talk about his pranks and adventures inside and outside the house, his youthful rebellious acts, his contacts with neighbors and visitors,
how he behaved around other dogs and animals, and much more. It is a heartwarming story about the joy that a canine companion can
add to your life.
Hearts Tarts and Rascals Sep 09 2020 Jonathan Wild has scoured the family and company archives to assemble this book of stories and
memorabilia from Bettys past and present. Amongst the cream hearts, curd tarts, and fat rascals for which the Yorkshire tea rooms are
famous, many a mystery lurks, none more intriguing than the identity of Betty herself.
Rotten and Rascal Oct 30 2019 Two pterosaur brothers get in an argument over a fish, as usual, with other dinosaurs appearing and
giving them new reasons to fight, until finally a Tyrannosaurus Rex shows up and they realize that being the best is not always the best
thing.
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